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3Q09 likely helped bya  freeze in seaborne trade. Will it define the trough in earnings?  
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● 3Q results, weak as they will be, are unlikely to be material to 
stock prices. What will drive the stocks: 1) how long will re-
stocking-led demand rebound sustain, and 2) how much will need 
to be paid on carryover volumes of coking coal and ore? 

● Steel demand recovered in December 2008 after weak October 
and November. While pricing collapsed, a freeze in inter-country 
trade helped the companies maintain volumes. Government infra 
demand held up. 

● Unlike the rest of the world, production cuts in India have been 
marginal for leading players. We expect Tata Steel to show 4% 
YoY EBITDA growth, helped by the weak Indian rupee (volumes 
down 14% YoY). 

● JSW and SAIL, however, are likely to see 60-90% YoY EPS 
declines due to high coking coal costs, and particularly for JSW, 
high interest burden. Commissioning of the new JSW BF now set 
for 2HFebruary 2009. 

● A relative positive for SAIL in FY10 is likely to be low carryover 
volumes on coking coal, as it has not cut utilisation materially. 

● We were surprised by JSW not releasing November/December 
production data (likely down 40%-plus). Update on US mills’ 
orderbook is important. 

Will the weak 3Q09 results define the trough in earnings? 
3Q09 was marked by liquidity crunch and a buyer’s strike for most of 
the quarter; price cuts in October and November did not result in a 
demand pickup. A much sharper cut in December, accompanied by 
some easing in liquidity, helped. Demand for flat steel collapsed 
completely (e.g. some commercial vehicle manufacturers saw 90%-
plus production cuts), but long product demand was held up mainly by 
government infrastructure projects. Housing demand continues to be 
weak. 

Steel manufacturers globally have made aggressive production cuts. 
However, for leading producers in India, the cuts have been marginal 
at most, helped by the collapse in imports (problem with LCs earlier in 
the quarter). Only JSW announced a 20% cut and has delayed the 
commissioning of its blast furnace to 2HFebruary 2009 (from October 
2008). 

The collapse in pricing (HRC was US$520-550/tonne in December 
2008 versus US$850-plus in September 2008) we believe would have 
hurt margins, only marginally offset by the fall in spot prices of ore, 
scrap and coke.  

3Q results, weak as they will be, are unlikely to be material to the 
stock prices. Whether they define the trough for earnings will depend 
on: 1) how long will re-stocking-led demand rebound sustain, and 2) 
how much will need to be paid on carryover volumes of coking coal?  

Tata Steel  
3Q09 crude steel production was up 17% YoY but saleable steel 
production was flat. This shows that blast furnace shutdown was not 
taken but all the metal was not rolled to the finished product: sales 
volume declined 14% YoY. This inventory build-up could be handy 
when demand picks up: Tata’s industry low costs enable it to take 
such steps. Long product sales jumped 27% YoY. 
Even at current steel prices (US$520/tonne), TISCO continues to be 
extremely profitable. We expect a net income of Rs11 bn on revenues 
of Rs54 bn. What will drive the stock though will be the consolidated 
results expected in February 2009, where results will be materially 
weaker.  
Figure 1: 3Q09 standalone estimates 
(Rs mn) 3Q09E 2Q09A QoQ 3Q08A YoY 
Revenue 53,762 68,507 -22% 49,739 8% 
EBITDA 21,700 31,830 -32% 20,966 4% 
EBITDA margin 40.4% 46.5% -6.1% 42.2% -1.8% 
Net income 10,906 17,878 -39% 10,207 7% 
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates. 
SAIL 
Production data available for Bhilai steel plant (most profitable among 
SAIL’s plants) are encouraging: 3Q09 production (1.1MT) was down 
only 3% QoQ. Net cash companies with low costs tend to accumulate 
inventory, and SAIL is likely to have done the same. Trends at Bokaro 
are likely to have remained weak. SAIL’s December 2008 sales were 
normal (likely an overshoot after the lull in October/November). A 
relative positive for FY10 for SAIL is likely to be low carryover volumes 
on coking coal, as it has not cut utilisation.  
Figure 2: 3Q09 CS estimates 
(Rs mn) 3Q09E 2Q09A QoQ 3Q08A YoY 
Revenue 88,054 122,386 -28% 95,333 -8% 
EBITDA 10,418 30,115 -65% 29,834 -65% 
EBITDA margin 11.8% 24.6% -12.8% 31.3% -19.5% 
Net income 7,126 20,096 -65% 19,347 -63% 
EPS (Rs) 1.73 4.87 -65% 4.68 -63% 
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates. 
JSW Steel 
We were surprised by JSW making a departure from norms, and not 
releasing November and December production numbers. Crude steel 
production for 3Q09 will likely be less than 750kt (versus 1MT in 
2Q09): Oct production was 338kt, implying November and December 
production were probably down 40%-plus. While management may 
have delivered on its target of Rs10,000/tonne cut in costs, price 
declines were much greater than earlier expected. We expect JSW to 
report a modest profit in 3Q09 without considering the negative impact 
of forex translation.  
We eagerly await newsflow on order book for the US plate and pipe 
mills as till last quarter JSW was carrying orders only for a month.  
Figure 3: Q09 consolidated estimates 
(Rs mn) 3Q09E 2Q09A QoQ 3Q08A YoY 
Revenue 33,226 46,414 -28% 28,419 17% 
EBITDA 4,623 11,568 -60% 7,575 -39% 
EBITDA margin 13.9% 24.9% -11.0% 27% -12.7% 
Net income 208 5,168 -96% 2,701 -92% 
EPS basic (Rs) 1.11 27.63 -96% 14.44 -92% 
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates.  

Valuation metrics 
Company Ticker CS Price EV/EBITDA (x) P/B 
    rating Local FY09 FY10 FY09 FY09 
SAIL SAIL IN O 79 125 3.2 4.9 1.2 
Tata Steel TATA IN O 212 320 4.0 3.4 0.9 
JSW Steel JSTL IN O 224 350 5.1 3.1 0.5 
Note: O = OUTPERFORM, N = NEUTRAL, U = UNDERPERFORM 
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates 
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Companies Mentioned  (Price as of 09 Jan 09) 
Steel Authority of India Ltd (SAIL.BO, Rs79.20, OUTPERFORM [V], TP Rs125.00) 
Tata Steel Ltd (TISC.BO, Rs212.00, OUTPERFORM [V], TP Rs320.00) 
JSW Steel Ltd (JSTL.BO, Rs224.30, OUTPERFORM [V], TP Rs350.00) 
 

Disclosure Appendix 
Important Global Disclosures 
Neelkanth Mishra & Anubhav Aggarwal each certify, with respect to the companies or securities that he or she analyzes, that (1) the views 
expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no part of his or her 
compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. 

See the Companies Mentioned section for full company names. 

3-Year Price, Target Price and Rating Change History Chart for SAIL.BO 

SAIL.BO Closing 
Price 

Target 
Price 

  
Initiation/ 

Date (INR) (INR) Rating Assumption 
9-Jul-07 133.05 147 N X 
26-Sep-07 200.45 204   
4-Mar-08 229.2 280 O  
8-Jul-08 127.5 200   
20-Oct-08 107.85 125    
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  O=Outperform;    N=Neutral;   U=Underperform;   R=Restricted;   NR=Not Rated;   NC=Not Covered
 

 

3-Year Price, Target Price and Rating Change History Chart for TISC.BO 

TISC.BO Closing 
Price 

Target 
Price 

  
Initiation/ 

Date (INR) (INR) Rating Assumption 
6-Jul-07 550.74  NR  
9-Jul-07 552.82 780 O X 
30-Aug-07 580.97 810   
26-Sep-07 663.65  N  
4-Mar-08 777.75 1000 O  
20-Oct-08 251.7 320    
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3-Year Price, Target Price and Rating Change History Chart for JSTL.BO 

JSTL.BO Closing 
Price 

Target 
Price 

  
Initiation/ 

Date (INR) (INR) Rating Assumption 
9-Jul-07 632.45 760 O X 
26-Sep-07 804.3 865   
4-Mar-08 1,005.45 1300   
8-Jul-08 830.65 1000   
20-Oct-08 262.25 350    
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  O=Outperform;    N=Neutral;   U=Underperform;   R=Restricted;   NR=Not Rated;   NC=Not Covered
 

 

The analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report received compensation that is based upon various factors including Credit Suisse's 
total revenues, a portion of which are generated by Credit Suisse's investment banking activities. 
Analysts’ stock ratings are defined as follows***: 
Outperform (O): The stock’s total return is expected to exceed the industry average* by at least 10-15% (or more, depending on perceived risk) 
over the next 12 months. 
Neutral (N): The stock’s total return is expected to be in line with the industry average* (range of ±10%) over the next 12 months. 
Underperform (U)**: The stock’s total return is expected to underperform the industry average* by 10-15% or more over the next 12 months. 

*The industry average refers to the average total return of the relevant country or regional index (except with respect to Europe, where stock 
ratings are relative to the analyst’s industry coverage universe). 
**In an effort to achieve a more balanced distribution of stock ratings, the Firm has requested that analysts maintain at least 15% of their 
rated coverage universe as Underperform. This guideline is subject to change depending on several factors, including general market 
conditions. 
***For Australian and New Zealand stocks a 7.5% threshold replaces the 10% level in all three rating definitions, with a required equity return 
overlay applied. 

Restricted (R): In certain circumstances, Credit Suisse policy and/or applicable law and regulations preclude certain types of communications, 
including an investment recommendation, during the course of Credit Suisse's engagement in an investment banking transaction and in certain 
other circumstances. 
Volatility Indicator [V]: A stock is defined as volatile if the stock price has moved up or down by 20% or more in a month in at least 8 of the past 
24 months or the analyst expects significant volatility going forward. 
 

Analysts’ coverage universe weightings are distinct from analysts’ stock ratings and are based on the 
expected performance of an analyst’s coverage universe* versus the relevant broad market benchmark**: 
Overweight: Industry expected to outperform the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 
Market Weight: Industry expected to perform in-line with the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 
Underweight: Industry expected to underperform the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 
*An analyst’s coverage universe consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector. 
**The broad market benchmark is based on the expected return of the local market index (e.g., the S&P 500 in the U.S.) over the next 12 
months. 
 
Credit Suisse’s distribution of stock ratings (and banking clients) is: 

Global Ratings Distribution 
Outperform/Buy*  38% (60% banking clients) 
Neutral/Hold*  44% (56% banking clients) 
Underperform/Sell*  16% (50% banking clients) 
Restricted  2% 

*For purposes of the NYSE and NASD ratings distribution disclosure requirements, our stock ratings of Outperform, Neutral, and Underperform most closely correspond to Buy, 
Hold, and Sell, respectively; however, the meanings are not the same, as our stock ratings are determined on a relative basis. (Please refer to definitions above.) An investor's 
decision to buy or sell a security should be based on investment objectives, current holdings, and other individual factors. 

Credit Suisse’s policy is to update research reports as it deems appropriate, based on developments with the subject company, the sector or the 
market that may have a material impact on the research views or opinions stated herein. 

Credit Suisse's policy is only to publish investment research that is impartial, independent, clear, fair and not misleading.  For more detail please refer to 
Credit Suisse's Policies for Managing Conflicts of Interest in connection with Investment Research:  
http://www.csfb.com/research-and-analytics/disclaimer/managing_conflicts_disclaimer.html 
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Credit Suisse does not provide any tax advice. Any statement herein regarding any US federal tax is not intended or written to be used, and 
cannot be used, by any taxpayer for the purposes of avoiding any penalties. 

See the Companies Mentioned section for full company names. 
Price Target: (12 months) for (SAIL.BO) 
Method: We value Steel Authority of India (SAIL) on forward EV/EBITDA (enterprise value/earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, 
amortisation) ratio and our target price of Rs125 is 5x EV/EBITDA, based on the next rolling four quarters (which is the multiple that we use to 
value all steel companies in our coverage universe). 
Risks: Downside risks to our Rs125 target price for SAIL include: 1) steel price realization for the manufacturers falling below $750/t; 2) given 
the significant impact of any changes to the Chinese government's regulations on Chinese steel capacity and steel exports, any easing of export 
regulations could create an oversupply globally; 3) a slowdown in the global economy impacting steel prices and steel demand. 
Price Target: (12 months) for (TISC.BO) 
Method: We value Tata Steel on forward enterprice value/earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EV/EBITDA) ratio and our 
target price of Rs320 is 5x EV/EBITDA for the next four quarters (3Q09-2Q10). The stock has moved sharply across forward EV/EBITDA bands 
(4x to 5x) post-the Corus acquisition. We do not expect a re-rating given that the group has high financial leverage now and Corus is not 
integrated on the raw material front. 
Risks: Downside risks to our Rs320 target price for TATA Steel include: 1) our expectation of a rebuond in steel prices in 1Q09, as if that does 
not happen then our assumption for steel prices could see downside; 2) coking coal prices for FY10 settling above $200/t; 3) iron ore prices for 
FY10 settling above $70/t in FY10 (we are currently factoring in a 20% decline for iron ore prices in FY10). 
Price Target: (12 months) for (JSTL.BO) 
Method: We value JSW Steel on forward enterprise value/earnings before interest, tax, depreciaton and amortisation (EV/EBITDA) ratio. Our 
target price of Rs350 is 5x EV/EBITDA based on the next rolling four quarters (which is the multiple that we use to value all steel companies in 
our coverage universe). 
Risks: Downside risks to our Rs350 target price for JSW Steel include: 1) our assumption of an upturn in the steel prices starting in April 2009, 
as if that does not happen then our target price could be at risk; 2) delays in capacity expansion of 2.8 MT in FY09; 3) coking coal prices for 
FY10 settling above $200/t. 

See the Companies Mentioned section for full company names. 
The subject company (TISC.BO) currently is, or was during the 12-month period preceding the date of distribution of this report, a client of Credit 
Suisse. 
Credit Suisse provided investment banking services to the subject company (TISC.BO) within the past 12 months. 
Credit Suisse has received investment banking related compensation from the subject company (TISC.BO) within the past 12 months. 
Credit Suisse expects to receive or intends to seek investment banking related compensation from the subject company (TISC.BO) within the 
next 3 months. 
As of the end of the preceding month, Credit Suisse beneficially owned 1% or more of a class of common equity securities of (JSTL.BO).  This 
holding is calculated according to U.S. regulatory requirements which are based on Section 13(d) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934. 
Important Regional Disclosures 
The analyst(s) involved in the preparation of this report have not visited the material operations of the subject company (SAIL.BO, TISC.BO, 
JSTL.BO) within the past 12 months. 

Restrictions on certain Canadian securities are indicated by the following abbreviations:  NVS--Non-Voting shares; RVS--Restricted Voting 
Shares; SVS--Subordinate Voting Shares. 
Individuals receiving this report from a Canadian investment dealer that is not affiliated with Credit Suisse should be advised that this report may 
not contain regulatory disclosures the non-affiliated Canadian investment dealer would be required to make if this were its own report. 
For Credit Suisse Securities (Canada), Inc.'s policies and procedures regarding the dissemination of equity research, please visit 
http://www.csfb.com/legal_terms/canada_research_policy.shtml. 

As of the date of this report, Credit Suisse acts as a market maker or liquidity provider in the equities securities that are the subject of this report. 

Principal is not guaranteed in the case of equities because equity prices are variable. 
Commission is the commission rate or the amount agreed with a customer when setting up an account or at anytime after that. 

To the extent this is a report  authored in whole or in part by a non-U.S. analyst and is made available in the U.S., the following are important 
disclosures regarding any non-U.S. analyst contributors:  
The non-U.S. research analysts listed below (if any) are not registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA. The non-U.S. research 
analysts listed below may not be associated persons of CSSU and therefore may not be subject to the NASD Rule 2711 and NYSE Rule 472 
restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account. 
• Neelkanth Mishra, non-U.S. analyst, is a research analyst employed by Credit Suisse Securities (India) Private Limited. 
• Anubhav Aggarwal, non-U.S. analyst, is a research analyst employed by Credit Suisse Securities (India) Private Limited. 
For Credit Suisse disclosure information on other companies mentioned in this report, please visit the website at www.credit-
suisse.com/researchdisclosures or call +1 (877) 291-2683. 
Disclaimers continue on next page. 
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Disclaimers 

This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other 
jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Credit Suisse, the Swiss bank, or its subsidiaries 
or its affiliates (“CS”) to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under 
copyright to CS. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party, without the prior 
express written permission of CS. All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of CS 
or its affiliates. 
The information, tools and material presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered as an offer or the solicitation 
of an offer to sell or to buy or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. CS may not have taken any steps to ensure that the securities referred to in this report are 
suitable for any particular investor. CS will not treat recipients as its customers by virtue of their receiving the report. The investments or services contained or referred to in this 
report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments or investment services. 
Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your individual 
circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. CS does not offer advice on the tax consequences of investment and you are advised to contact an 
independent tax adviser. Please note in particular that the bases and levels of taxation may change. 
CS believes the information and opinions in the Disclosure Appendix of this report are accurate and complete. Information and opinions presented in the other sections of the 
report were obtained or derived from sources CS believes are reliable, but CS makes no representations as to their accuracy or completeness. Additional information is 
available upon request. CS accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the material presented in this report, except that this exclusion of liability does not apply to the 
extent that liability arises under specific statutes or regulations applicable to CS. This report is not to be relied upon in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment. CS 
may have issued, and may in the future issue, a trading call regarding this security. Trading calls are short term trading opportunities based on market events and catalysts, 
while stock ratings reflect investment recommendations based on expected total return over a 12-month period as defined in the disclosure section. Because trading calls and 
stock ratings reflect different assumptions and analytical methods, trading calls may differ directionally from the stock rating. In addition, CS may have issued, and may in the 
future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different 
assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them and CS is under no obligation to ensure that such other reports are brought to the attention of 
any recipient of this report. CS is involved in many businesses that relate to companies mentioned in this report. These businesses include specialized trading, risk arbitrage, 
market making, and other proprietary trading. 
Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future 
performance. Information, opinions and estimates contained in this report reflect a judgement at its original date of publication by CS and are subject to change without notice. 
The price, value of and income from any of the securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise. The value of securities and financial 
instruments is subject to exchange rate fluctuation that may have a positive or adverse effect on the price or income of such securities or financial instruments. Investors in 
securities such as ADR’s, the values of which are influenced by currency volatility, effectively assume this risk. 
Structured securities are complex instruments, typically involve a high degree of risk and are intended for sale only to sophisticated investors who are capable of understanding 
and assuming the risks involved. The market value of any structured security may be affected by changes in economic, financial and political factors (including, but not limited 
to, spot and forward interest and exchange rates), time to maturity, market conditions and volatility, and the credit quality of any issuer or reference issuer. Any investor 
interested in purchasing a structured product should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the product and consult with their own professional advisers as to the risks 
involved in making such a purchase. 
Some investments discussed in this report have a high level of volatility. High volatility investments may experience sudden and large falls in their value causing losses when 
that investment is realised. Those losses may equal your original investment. Indeed, in the case of some investments the potential losses may exceed the amount of initial 
investment, in such circumstances you may be required to pay more money to support those losses. Income yields from investments may fluctuate and, in consequence, initial 
capital paid to make the investment may be used as part of that income yield. Some investments may not be readily realisable and it may be difficult to sell or realise those 
investments, similarly it may prove difficult for you to obtain reliable information about the value, or risks, to which such an investment is exposed.  
This report may provide the addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to website material of CS, CS has not reviewed the 
linked site and takes no responsibility for the content contained therein. Such address or hyperlink (including addresses or hyperlinks to CS’s own website material) is provided 
solely for your convenience and information and the content of the linked site does not in any way form part of this document. Accessing such website or following such link 
through this report or CS’s website shall be at your own risk. 
This report is issued and distributed in Europe (except Switzerland) by Credit Suisse Securities (Europe) Limited, One Cabot Square, London E14 4QJ, England, which is 
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approved this report and/or any of the statements made herein. 
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institution should contact that institution to effect a transaction in the securities mentioned in this report or require further information. This report does not constitute investment 
advice by Credit Suisse to the clients of the distributing financial institution, and neither Credit Suisse, its affiliates, and their respective officers, directors and employees accept 
any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from their use of this report or its content. 
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